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In this newest edition, PMI presents straightforward questions and answers to the most common
questions about project management, the project management framework, and the knowledge
areas contained within the PMBOKÂ® Guide - Fifth Edition. This handy reference will help project
managers and students enhance their knowledge in specific areas and test themselves on issues
that are essential to successful project management.
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Do not expect the PMP exam questions to be even close to the ones in this book. I passed the
exam, but studying these questions did not help me at all.

Great book but littered with errors. Example:- Answer for Question 192 should be "B" NOT "C"Answer for Question 91 should be "B" NOT "C"- Answer for Question 223 should be "C" NOT "A"

Whether you're planning to take the PMP or CAPM exam, the questions here are laid out exactly
the way they are on the exam. The guide is not meant to trick you, but to force you to read carefully
and think about your answer before giving it. In this kind of exam there is always a right answer, and
there are other answers that are similar, but not EXACTLY right. The questions presented here are
often long and winded, with superfluous information, just like the exam. And to get through the
exam, it's helpful to augment the coursework with this guide.

This book has tons of good information but for example question 223 lists answer A but the
explantation gives the answer as C. Lots of Type-o's and poor grammar. But if you can get past that
it's a great book.

Provided very good practice for learning the material needed for my CompTIA exam that will take
Monday. Unfortunately there are some errors which decreased my rating of the guide. The errors
where wrong answers to some of the questions.

A good tool for study - I have the Kindle version. Easy to read and easy to navigate but there were
several errors in kindle and book format that have not been fixed yet. You need to also find the
Errata Sheet for the book. To really get the advantage from the ebook, you need to open it on a
device like a kindle or iPad that is put in "Airplane" mode.. then open up the same book in the cloud
reader. This way you can have the questions and answers readily available as you review your
practice testing. You need the airplane mode so you don't end up jumping to whatever page the
cloud reader is on.

5 stars for sure. I took the exam and failed, so I ordered the book, studied for 4 days and passed the
exam on the second try. The book was just what I needed!!

I am scheduled to take the PMP test next month, therefore I am not able to say how close this book
is compared to the actual test. However, a co-worker recommended this to me after using the 4th
edition version last year. He said this was the best study tool for the test, and used it in addition to
the PMBOK and Andy Crowe's. It does make since when you consider this book is written by PMI.
What I am doing is highlighting all of the correct answers and only studying those and referring to
the back of the book and/or the PMBOK for a more in depth explanation for the answer. I also
purchased the PMBOK, Head First, and Rita's 8th Edition. I will update after taking the test.
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